War in the ruins of the black temple – part 2
Cygnar

Major Beth Maddox

Bane Witch Agathia

Cryx
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Before the fateful clash at the central wall, mysterious statues
appeared…
Stormguard and Bane Warriors poised to clash on either
side of the central wall to the west. Cryx’s Raiders stand
ready to pour through the east wall. Towering and
terrifying statues suddenly appear, silent and cold on
either side of the wall that separates the temple ruins into
two parts.

You can’t stare and wait forever
when bloodthirsty warjacks and
undead troopers are impatient for
slaughter. Battle cries and the whine
of alchemical engines rise again
when nothing further happens.
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Cygnar entrenches for the Cryx assault…

Stormguard troops advance and cluster at
the central wall to crowd the Bane Warriors
once they emerge.
All three warjacks station themselves
behind a short wall section to avoid
charges from the Raiders, standing beside
Major Maddox.
3

Cygnar Gun Mages draw first blood!

The three Gun Mages on the outer wall advance
towards the rampaging Bane Warriors and fire in
turn, their ranges extended by their Warcaster’s
‘Snipe’ spell.
The central Mage fired and made a kill. The left
Mage fired and hit, but failed to do any damage.
The final Mage to the right fired and made
another kill.
First blood to Cygnar; but a Bane Warrior is left
on the wall rushing towards them!
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Cryx storms the wall

Bane Warriors at last press through the central wall and
attack, killing only two Stormguard. But for Major
Maddox’s ‘Dauntless Resolve’ spell, this would be a
massacre.
In a surprise move, the Raiders split their forces & send
four diagonally like ghosts to join the Bane Warriors,
attacking from behind and killing two more
Stormguard!
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Another clash is brewing on the east side of the temple…
Six Raiders and the Slayer remain on the
east side, just around the corner from
three Cygnar warjacks and Major Maddox.
The Reaper runs across the top of the
walls, readying his harpoon to attack the
warjacks from above.
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